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Abstract
Vein biometric system uses vein inside human body as a unique identification. Researchers have concluded that human vein pattern is unique to an individual. Vein pattern cannot be stolen or duplicated because it is in the human body. At present, vein pattern in finger, palm, palm-dorsa and wrist of human are used for biometric system. This paper presents a review on vein enhancement methods. This paper begins with overview of vein detection and the advantages of vein as biometric modal. Next, the vein capturing technology to obtain the vein pattern in human body is presented. Finally, preceding works related to vein enhancement methods are discussed and reviewed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, people are concerned about security. People are faced with the risk of stolen or guessed password and personal identification number (PIN number) and stolen or faked card. Thus, biometric authentication technology has attracted or preferred as a security technology. Vein authentication technology is very secure because vein is exist inside human body. Therefore, it cannot be stolen or guessed compared to password or card.

Vein biometric uses the vein pattern inside the human body as a personal identification tool. Using infra-red (IR), reflected or transmitted images of blood vessel of a hand or other part of the body are captured by a CCD image sensor. The red blood cells that existed in the blood vessel will absorb the IR light and forms as a darker image compared to the surrounding structures where it shows up as brighter image as shown in Fig. 1. The image further processed by image processing techniques to produce the extracted vein pattern. This extracted vein pattern then can be stored as a template in database for authentication purpose.

1.1 Advantages of Vein Biometric
Vein extremely difficult to forge – vein pattern is beneath human body, thus it is difficult to steal or replicate. Bloods also need to flow when capturing the vein image. So, unauthorized person or thief cannot simply cut finger or hand of a person for unmanered use. Researchers have determined that the vein pattern of human body is unique to an individual, even for identical twins and remain unchanged over people age.

Vein needs special device to capture vein image and the person can notice if thief attempts to steal the vein image. While fingerprint can be stolen by duplicate it using gummy fingers. Hand geometry, iris and face also can be obtained using camera without noticeable from the individual himself. Users do not need to touch the sensor device. This offers hygienic and can increase user acceptance. Compared to fingerprint, users need to touch the sensor device during authentication process. Fingerprint and hand geometry can wear away due to work places such as factories and constructions sites and place with inferior environment. Iris authentication needs for person apply with direct light into their eyes. This can bring uncomfortable feel for some peoples.

2. VEIN CAPTURE TECHNOLOGY
IR imaging systems are used in various fields. IR imaging is also capable of capturing vein patterns inside human body. Thus, researchers use this technology to obtain human vein pattern for biometric application. The IR light can penetrate through human tissues about 3mm depth and the...
haemoglobin will absorb more IR light then the surrounding tissues. This cause the veins appear as dark in the IR image [1].

2.1 Near-IR and Far-IR

There are two IR imaging technologies available at present to obtain the vein pattern in human body. These two imaging technologies are near-IR and far-IR imaging.

Far-IR imaging technology is suitable for capturing the large vein pattern in the palm-dorsa. It has difficulties in capturing vein in the palm and wrist. It is also sensitive to ambient conditions and human body condition, thus does not provide a stable image quality. Also, most of the far-IR images have low levels of contrast, which make it hard to separate veins from the background [1].

Near-IR imaging technology is suitable for capturing vein pattern in palm-dorsa, palm and wrist. It is more tolerant to changes in environmental and body condition such as air-conditioned and outdoor environment. However, the defects on the skin surface are also visible in the image such as hairs. This will cause problem in the digital image to be processed [1].

2.2 Vein Capture Method

There are 3 methods to capture vein pattern image, which is light reflection, light transmission and side lighting method.

As shown in the Fig. 2, light reflection method uses the reflected IR light to capture the vein pattern. The IR source is placed side by side with the CCD image sensor, while the hand or finger is placed in front of the image sensor. This method usually is used to capture vein at palm, palm-dorsa or wrist. Since these parts of human body are large enough, the IR cannot pass through it. So, light reflected is the best way to capture veins at these parts. This method has major advantage for the end product design because the IR source and image sensor can be packed together to make the product compact. On the other hand, the effects of reflection from all parts of the human body such as skin and the shallow penetration of IR light under the skin makes the contrast very low. Thus, this requires advance image processing technique because the differences between vein and other parts is very small and hard to segment it especially the thin vein [2].

In the light transmission method, the hand or finger is placed in between the IR source and image sensor as shown in the Fig. 3. The IR light that passes through the hand or finger will be captured by a CCD image sensor at the other end. Since this method requires IR light to pass through the human body, only body parts with appropriate thickness can be used to capture the vein pattern [2].

As there is no effect of reflection in this method, it produces a high contrast vein image compared to the light reflection method. A high contrast image does not need advanced image processing techniques as required by the light reflection method, but the drawback is the end product will be slightly bigger especially using palm or palm-dorsa as biometric modal [2].

Hashimoto [2] had introduced a third method called side lighting. This method places the IR sources on both side of the finger. The IR light from both sides will go through the finger, scatters inside the finger, and then pass through at the other side of the finger before captured by the image sensor. This method is shown in Fig. 4. This method also produces high contrast vein pattern images. The end product for this method will be slightly bigger compared to light reflection method but smaller compared to light transmission method [2].

Kato et al [3] have developed penetration and reflection type vein capture devices. For penetration vein capture device, they developed an automatic light intensity adjustment device to resolve difficulty due to the thickness of human skin, body fat and substances of different persons is different. With this they get 99.98% authentication rate. For
reflection type vein capture device, they experiment with different angles and concluded that 75 degree is the optimum angle for their reflection vein capture device. For this, they get 98.82% authentication rate.

2.3 Vein Capture Light Source Control Method

Due to the thickness human skin, body fat and substances of different persons are difference, the vein images quality of different persons that are acquired at the same light intensity is difference from each other. So, researchers have come out with a control device or method for the image acquisition to get best vein image quality.

Kato et al [3] have developed an automatic light intensity adjustment device by control and apply a voltage to the light source by feeding back captured vein image. They proposed an algorithm for the adjustment by counting pixel numbers with reference to threshold value and increase or decrease the light intensity accordingly.

Xu et al [4] and Lee et al [5] proposed adaptive illumination control based on image quality assessment. The quality of the captured vein image is assessed using two-dimensional entropy and the light intensity is adjusted based on the assessment result. To control the light intensity, a buck converter circuit is designed to drive the light through Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique.

Zhao and Sheng [6] proposed a quantitative evaluation for vein image quality based on mean and variance with the drive current of the infrared light source. From their research, they get optimal evaluation for vein image is 96% when the drive current of infrared light source is 0.59A.

Qin et al [7] proposed vein image quality assessment using local quality of different blocks using an average Radon transform. A local quality score is estimated for each block according to the curvature in its Radon space, based on which a global quality score is assessed for vein image.

3. PRECEEDING WORKS

Vein enhancement also called as pre-processing is a process that is applied before the recognition process. The main objective of vein enhancement is to make the vein that has been captured by camera more visible by applying image processing technique such as noise remover, make the illumination better and etc. This is to ensure the quality of subsequent process which is feature extraction and matching. If the vein quality is better quality, the recognition process also will be more accurate and efficient. After supressed the noise, it will be segmented to separate the vein with the background by using different methods including threshold, line tracking, edge based, region based, watershed and etc.

3.1 Prior Works

In this section, we reviewed the prior works on vein enhancement methods.

Fig. 5 shows the histogram of a vein image. From the histogram, it can be summarized that the dynamic range of the vein image is not well distributed along all the pixels. Zhou and Kumar [8], El-sayed and Abdel-Khalek [9], Gu [10], Li et al [11], Liu and Song [12], Pal and Jasutkar [13], Pi et al [14], Prasanna et al [15], Ramsoful and Khan [16] and Uriarte-Antonio et al [17] have used histogram equalization in their method to enhance the contrast of the vein image. However, the drawback of this method it also can increase the contrast of background noise, while decreasing the usable information. Liu [18] then used adaptive histogram equalization but this method tendency to over amplify small amount of noise in the image. Lu et al [19], Prabhakar and Thomas [20], Rossan and Khan [21], Wang et al [22] and Mahri et al [23] used contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) to overcome the weakness of the adaptive histogram equalization. Yakno et al [24] then combined CLAHE with Fuzzy Histogram Hyperbolization to further enhance the quality of vein image.

Image normalization typically will be used as the first process. Each time the vein image is captured, the light intensity, human body thickness and surrounding will contribute to the difference of image greyscale distribution in an image. Although it is the same vein, every time the vein is captured, the vein image will have different greyscale value. So, the vein images will be normalized to images that have the same greyscale distribution and enhance the contrast of the vein image. General normalization technique is good enough to normalize an image. However, this general normalization technique is not efficient enough to get a proper normalize image. Wang et al [25] improved the general normalization method by controlling the desired mean and variance of a normalize image. However the improved general normalization from Wang et al [25] can segment the vein image properly if the illumination distribution is uniform, but in non-uniform distribution, it cannot segment it properly [26]. Then, Zhao et al [26] has improved the method to have better segmentation and connectivity result. However, it cannot estimate the threshold efficiently if the vein is unclear in
which resultant the vein is not properly detected. Gu [10], Kang and Wu [27], Li et al [11], Park and Kim [28], Sheng et al [29], Uriarte-Antonio et al [17], Wang et al [30], Wu et al [31], Wang et al [32], Wu et al [31], Yang et al [33], Yu et al [34], Liu et al [35], Mahri et al [23] and Wu et al [36] have used normalization technique as part of their enhancement method.

For noise removal, Gaussian filter and median filter are typically used to remove noise in a vein image. Gu [10], Park and Kim [28]; Ramsouf and Khan [16], Rossan and Khan [21], Song et al [37], Uriarte-Antonio et al [17], Wang and Chen [38], Wu et al [31], Ding et al [39], Liu [18], Mansoor et al [40], Prabhakar and Thomas [20], Yang et al [41], Yang et al [33], Yun-peng et al [42] and Mekyska et al [43] have used both Gaussian filter and median filter together or separately in their method. Gaussian filter has been used to smooth and enhance the noisy vein image. For the general Gaussian filter, the image noise such as fine wrinkles also extracted from the process [44]. Due to this problem, Lee et al [45], You et al [44] and Asaari et al [46] used symmetrical modified Gaussian low filter for image enhancement. Median filter can eliminate burrs and reduce the unwanted flaw. This noise usually removed according to the size of noise in the vein image [39], [34]. Usually Gabor filter has been used as feature extraction method [47], [48], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53], [54], [55]. But Gabor filter can also be used as noise remover. Yu et al [34], Yang et al [56], Shi and Yang [57], Yang and Shi [58] and Prabhakar and Thomas [20] have used Gabor filter for noise remover in their image enhancement method. However, Gabor filter involved a lot of calculation [44].

For segmentation, Im et al [59] proposed an improved vascular pattern extraction on palm-dorsa. The algorithm is a direction based vascular pattern extraction based on the directional information of vein pattern. Two filters are applied to the vein image, row vein pattern filter for effective extraction of the abscissa vein pattern and column vein pattern extraction filter for effective extraction of the ordinate vein pattern. Then the outputs from both filters are combined to get final vein pattern.

Miura et al [60] extracted finger vein pattern by tracing the vein texture. To extract the finger vein pattern from vein pattern image, a method by using repeated line tracking that start from various positions is proposed. However, this algorithm has slightly high mismatch ratio when cold or winter because the vein image of the finger is unclear. Yang et al [61] then improved the repeated line tracking which improve the vein connectivity.

Miura et al [62] then proposed Maximum Curvature Points which analyze the brightness changes in vein image profile. The method extracted the centerlines of the veins by searching for positions where the curvatures of a cross-sectional profile of a vein image are locally maximal.

Wang and Leedham [1] proposed a novel technique that utilizes the morphological watershed algorithm to extract the skeletonization vein pattern from the original vein images. However, the algorithm fails to skeletonize if two veins too close or unclear. Kejun et al [63] improved the watershed and combined it with region merging. This improved the performance of the algorithm.

Zhang et al [64] invented a multiscale feature extraction method of finger vein pattern based on wavelet and local interconnection structure neural network. Zhao et al [65] used wavelet thresholding based on Besov norm regularization to remove noise. Redhouane et al [66] also used wavelet for feature extraction. Li et al [11] come up with enhancement method based on wavelet to enhance the contrast and also removed noise from vein image. The method consists of normalization, wavelet decomposition, noise remover, wavelet transform, histogram equalization and Gabor filter.

Generally there are global and local threshold segmentation techniques. Global threshold technique used global threshold as a reference for thresholding. Due to this reason, the global threshold result is not satisfactory enough. Local threshold technique calculates threshold value at each pixel, resulting in better segmentation. Ding et al [39], Wang [25], Yu and Qin [67], Khalili-Hani et al [68], Zhang and Hu [69], Lee and Park [70], Wu et al [31], Liu [18], Wu et al [36], Hongxing et al [71], Yun-peng et al [42] and You et al [44] used local dynamic threshold segmentation method which is simple and effective. However, Zhao et al [26] discovered that by using this method, image with non-uniform distribution will result in loss of connection in the vein pattern. Zhao et al [26] improved the local dynamic threshold segment method by refining the standard deviation calculation in the algorithm. The disadvantage of this method is the processing speed is slow due to computation.

Yu and Qin [67] proposed an enhanced method for extracting finger vein based on fuzzy theory algorithm. Using the fuzzy theory and combined the image segmentation algorithm with concave detection algorithm, Yu and Qin come out with an enhanced method for extracting finger vein features.

Yusoff et al [72] has proposed vein enhancement method using Difference of Gaussian (DoG) and threshold to segment the vein image. The DoG comprise of subtraction of blurred version of an original image from a less blurred version of the original. Kang et al [73] then proposed Difference of Gaussian-Histogram Equalization (DoG-HE). This method improves the clearness and contrast vein image. They concluded that the DoG filter is efficient when the ratio of the two different Gaussian kernels is typically 4:1 or 5:1. Then they used histogram equalization to increase the contrast of the vein.

Wang and Chen [38] proposed a specially designed filter using Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) to suppress the noise and for edge detection. Then they used median filter to remove the noise from the LoG.
For thinning, Zhang and Suen [74] proposed fast parallel thinning algorithm. This algorithm is fast and required simple computations. Wang and Leedham [1] and Khalili-Hani and Eng [68] have used this algorithm for thinning. Ding et al [39] reported that the advantage of the conditional thinning algorithm is the connected points of lines, the turning points of the poly line and the T type breakouts can be coherent with the original image. Ding et al [39] and Yu et al [34] improved this algorithm to remove the un-single pixel point in vein image. Yun-peng et al [42] has used this improved algorithm for their thinning.

Table 1 shows some of the vein enhancement methods proposed by researchers. From Table 1, it can be concluded that various method have been proposed to enhance the vein image before recognition process.

### Table 1: Vein enhancement methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Enhancement Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cao et al [75]</td>
<td>Even-symmetric Gabor filter - 2D convolution - Multiscale multiplication rule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chunyi et al [76]</td>
<td>Matched filter based on maximum curvature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guan et al [77], Guan and Yang [78]</td>
<td>Combination filters to remove noise - Local dynamic threshold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Han and Lee [48]</td>
<td>Estimated background illumination - Subtracting the background illumination from original image.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kang et al [73]</td>
<td>Difference of Gaussian filter (ratio is 4:1) - Histogram equalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu and Song [12]</td>
<td>Segmentation based on the peak values of the horizontal projection of the image - Canny operator with locally adaptive threshold - Multi-resolution method - Histogram equalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu et al [19]</td>
<td>Multi-resolution method – Contrast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansoor et al [40]</td>
<td>Limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asaari et al [46]</td>
<td>Modified Gaussian Filter (MGF) technique from [45].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheng et al [29]</td>
<td>Normalization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song et al [37]</td>
<td>Segmentation using the mean curvature and Laplacian - Symmetric Gaussian filter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang and Chen [38]</td>
<td>High-boost filter - Bi-level threshold – Gaussian filter - Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) - Median filter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [25]</td>
<td>Gray scale normalization - Local dynamic threshold - Remove noises according to the size of it - Combination method of general conditional thinning and templates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al [22]</td>
<td>Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) - Wiener low-pass filter.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSION

Vein authentication systems record subcutaneous IR absorption patterns to produce unique and private identification templates for users. Researchers have determined that the vein pattern of the human body is unique to a specific individual and does not change as people age. Vein has many advantages because it uses features that inside human body rather than on the surface. This modality is very secure because vein is exists inside human body.

In this paper, the theories and related works to the vein enhancement were reviewed. It discussed the theories related to vein biometric technology, advantages and vein capture method. Then related works in vein enhancement method from other researchers also has been presented.
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